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Computers are chip-based,  Computers are chip-based,  
beating hearts of our modern  beating hearts of our modern  
world.  They compute APPs,  world.  They compute APPs,  
control devices and connect  control devices and connect  
people and products worldwide.people and products worldwide.
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Computers - with 5 BitsComputers - with 5 Bits
Grades 3rd to 6th  Grades 3rd to 6th  Lesson PlanLesson Plan

PREPPREP
a) Read ONE PAGER.a) Read ONE PAGER.
b) Read Lesson Plansb) Read Lesson Plans
c) Watch the Videoc) Watch the Video
d) e) Read, “Computers with 5 Bits” d) e) Read, “Computers with 5 Bits” 
 in the “Science Enlights” eBook in the “Science Enlights” eBook
f) Copy pages for the Students.f) Copy pages for the Students.

PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION
f) Present overview to the Students  f) Present overview to the Students  
 including ONE PAGER and Hand-outs. including ONE PAGER and Hand-outs.
g) Read the eBook together as a class.g) Read the eBook together as a class.
 Highlight; e-Bits, M-Bits, L-Bits,  Highlight; e-Bits, M-Bits, L-Bits, 
 R-Bits and K-Bits R-Bits and K-Bits
h) Do experimentsh) Do experiments
i) Watch the Video   i) Watch the Video   

POSTPOST
j)  Do “scI-Q Summary -Integrate Science”.j)  Do “scI-Q Summary -Integrate Science”.
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Science of Computers
-With 5 Bits

-VOOK

b) Watch Video
Computers - 5 BitsComputers - 5 Bits
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VIDEO

Welcome to the  
Science of Computers 
with 5 Bits.
ONE - Electro 
TWO - Radio
THREE - Magnet
FOUR - Light
FIVE - Knowledge



First 3 Bits

Computers work with  
patterns of  e, l and m powers!

electricity light magnet

Computers work because:
e-pulses flow; light points glow and micro-magnets stow data.

Flow, Stow, Glow

magnets stow e-pulses flow lights glow

What 3 patterns, power computers?What 3 patterns, power computers?
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DO - Switch e-Bits
Purpose - Show On or Off electricity

Materials.   - Flashlight
  - Batteries

Steps.   1) Disassemble the Flashlight to show  
   the batteries , switch and light bulb.
  2) Put the Flashlight back together.
  3) Explain that when the switch is on, electricity  
  flows from the battery and through the light.
  4) Next, turn the switch rapidly on and off.
  5) Explain that the pulse of light shows us the  
 
   pulse of On & Off electricity (e-Bits).
  6) Explain that computers work because 
   data is turned into e-Bits.
  7) Computers use software to direct the flow of 
e-Bits through Chips to turn our typing into texts & letters.
  8) Digital Data is made of e-Bits.  This includes  
   our pictures, musics, games and movies.



DO - M-Fields
Purpose - Show magnetic fields

Materials.   - iron filings
  - cow magnet
  - cooking oil + jar

Steps.   1) What moves the iron bits?
  2) Pour cooking oil into clear glass jar.  
  3) Add small amount of iron filings to the oil.
  4) Shake jar.
  5) Hold a magnet near the jar.
  6) Explain that the magnet pulls the iron bits  
  (filings).  We can see the magnetic field.

Related Topics.  Earth + Compass.  
  North and South Magnetic Fields.
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DO - Bounce Light
Purpose - Show how images are bounced light.

Materials.   - Hand Lens (magnifying glass)
   - white A4/letter paper & clipboard
   - window

Steps.   1) Where do pictures come from?
  2) Put a blank paper on a clipboard 
   (to hold it tight).
  3) Hold the clipboard, paper & hand lens  
   parallel to a window.
  4) Slowly move the hand lens towards or  
  away from the paper to focus the image.
  5)  Explain that images (pictures) are made  
   by bounced light focused through lenses.   
   Cameras and Smartphone work this way.

Related Topics.   Light, Eyes, Reflection, Refraction
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Computer Bits - Overview

1) e-Bits1) e-Bits  

2) M-Bits 2) M-Bits 3) L-Bits 3) L-Bits 

4) R-Bits 4) R-Bits 

5) K-Bits 5) K-Bits 
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Computer Bits - Overview

Computers work with pulses of  
On or Off e-Bits.  The e-Bits change  
into M,L,R and K-Bits and back again.

e-Bits Step through Chips

M-Bits Store on Disk Drives

L-Bits Shine on Screens

R-Bits Send data as Waves

K-Bits Share packets of info K-BitK-Bit



Before Computers

Before computers: 
Music is only heard by those nearby.
Books are only read by those with copies.
Movies are only seen by those with tickets.

99Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Input

Digital means to change real world  
data like sounds, books and videos  
into the 1 and 0 language that computers 
understand, process and connect.

1010 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



e-Bits

Computers change our input data into  
On (1) or Off (0) e-Bits of electricity. 

1

00

1

00
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e-Bit Code of 1s and O’s

Computers only speak Binary.  That it, every-
thing has to be in One’s and Zero’s.  Which is 
made by patterns of On or Off electricity.

The letter "A" is a pattern of eight 
e-pulses.   
 off-on-off-off-off-off-off-on.   
  0  1   0   0  0   0     0  1.

Try turning on and off a  
Flashlight to make the  
pattern for the letter “A”.

1212 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers

For example.



e-Bit Dance Steps

Software directs e-Bits to do dance steps 
through chips to turn On and Off e-Bits into 
Digital information.

Pushing a keyboard letter or  
number key, sends patterns of  
e-pulses to a microprocessor chip.

1313Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Every selfie we take, every text we send,  
all homework we do on computers, use digital 
data e-Bits, processed through chips to  
create our digital outputs.

e-Bits change into other Bits too.

1414 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



M-Bits

On the Hard Disk Drive, e-Bits change 
into micro magnets.  Computers store 
digital data as M-Bits.  Magnetic 
North Sides are e-Bit Ones and  
South Sides are Zeros. 
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Hard Disk Drive
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The On or Off (1 or 0) e-Bit pulses change 
into patterns of micro-magnets of North or 
South.  The Hard Disk Drive stores the data.
When the computer needs the data again, 
Read Heads turn the M-Bits back into e-Bits.

Memory Magnets

magnetmagnet

1616 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



 L-Bits

Chips direct e-Bit info to the screens.
The e-Bits change into L-Bits (photons) 
at the pixel points.  The screen we  
see is made of over 1,000,000 pixels.

A 1920 x 1080 screen has over 2 million pixels.

1717Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



 L-Bits

Each light point or pixel is  
made of Red, Green and Blue parts.  

Close-up of one pixelClose-up of one pixel

Close-up of computer screenClose-up of computer screen

1818 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



To review, computers work because:
e-pulses flow; light points glow and  
micro-magnets stow data.

To Recap,
Bits that Flow, Stow, Glow

magnets stow e-pulses flow lights glow

M-Bits e-Bits L-Bits

Now, let’s learn about two more bits.

1919Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



R-Bits

e-Bit info changes into Radio Waves.
Radio Wave “Ups” are 1’s and “Downs” are 0’s.  

1

0
2020 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Blue Tooth uses Radio Waves to send and  
receive data with nearby digital devices.  WiFi 
Radio Waves connect us to the global Internet.

2121Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Blue Tooth and Wifi are  
similar to how car radios work.

music

2222 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers

That is, data is sent (transmitted) on radio waves.  At the Receiver the 
R-Waves change back into e-Bits. That change into Sound Waves of music.



To Recap
Radio Wave have e-Bits & M-Bits

Remember, that Radio Waves  
are made of e-Bits and M-Bits.

e-Bite-Bit

e-Bite-Bit
M-BitM-Bit

M-BitM-Bit

2323Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers

Radio Waves are electromagnetic (EM) waves. 



K-Bits

Computers breakup digital data into packets. 
We call them K-Bits.  The data packets of 
knowledge are shared over the Internet.

2424 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Human Brain K-Bits

To compare, brain cells link together  
to capture a complete thought (engram). 

one one K-Bit K-Bit thoughtthought

2525Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers

Brain cells called neurons link or wire together.   
They fire e-Bits at the same time when we think.  



For example, at the sending  
computer, a picture is broken into  
data packets or K-Bits.  They are shared 
via the Internet.  The receiving computer 
puts the K-Bits back together.

We share our digital creations and  
knowledge around the world, one K-Bit at a time.

send
picture

receive
picture

K-BitsK-Bits

K-Bits
K-BitK-Bit
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Conclusion,
Computers - with 5 Bits

0) Computers work with 5-Bits.0) Computers work with 5-Bits.

1) Patterns of On or Off Electric 1) Patterns of On or Off Electric 
e-Bitse-Bits are the pulse of computers.   are the pulse of computers.  
e-Bits step through chips with  e-Bits step through chips with  
software to change from  software to change from  
data into information.data into information.

2) Data is stored on Hard Disk 2) Data is stored on Hard Disk 
Drives with Magnetic Drives with Magnetic M-Bits.M-Bits.    
When needed M-Bits  When needed M-Bits  
change back into e-Bits.change back into e-Bits.

3) So we can see the info, e-Bits 3) So we can see the info, e-Bits 
change into colorful Light pixel change into colorful Light pixel 
points on screens called points on screens called L-BitsL-Bits..
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4) Radio Wave 4) Radio Wave R-BitsR-Bits send our  send our 
digital data as BlueTooth to  digital data as BlueTooth to  
nearby digital devices.  Also, nearby digital devices.  Also, 
R-Bits connect with WiFi so  R-Bits connect with WiFi so  
we can send info around  we can send info around  
the World Wide Internet.the World Wide Internet.

5) Before we can share our digital 5) Before we can share our digital 
knowledge, we need to break the knowledge, we need to break the 
data into bite size bits that we data into bite size bits that we 
call call K-BitsK-Bits or data packets. or data packets.

6) Our data in K-Bit packets  6) Our data in K-Bit packets  
are routed around the world  are routed around the world  
until our receiver gets them.  until our receiver gets them.  

7) Computers look complex.   7) Computers look complex.   
But they are easy to  But they are easy to  
understand with 5-Bits.understand with 5-Bits.

Conclusion,
Computers - with 5 Bits

K-BitK-Bit
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 More About Computer Bits

e-Bite-Bit  On or Off Electricity Ones or   
 Zeros are called Bits.  Eight bits are   
called Bytes. Bytes are like Computer ABCs.  

M-BitM-Bit  Magnetic Hard Disk Drives are  
 rated in Billions of Bytes (Giga-Byte) or  
 Trillions of Bytes called Tera-Bytes.

L-BitL-Bit  The basic unit of Light is the  
 Photon particle that travels in waves.

R-BitR-Bit  One Radio Wave Cycle  
 is called a Wavelength.

K-BitK-Bit  Human brain cells are Neurons that 
connect together to make one thought called an 
Engram.
Digital Data is broken into K-Bits or data  
packets.  Like physical packages, the K-Bits  
have metadata of addresses and what  
package this is of the total number of  
packets.  And of course, K-Bits have  
the actual data that gets re-assembled  
by the receiving computer.

For those who want to  
learn more about Computer Bits.

2929Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Computers  ONE PAGER

1) Electricity1) Electricity

2) Magnetic
2) Magnetic

3) Light3) Light

4) Radio4) Radio

5)5)
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scI-Q Summary
Computers - with 5 Bits

On or Off bits of electricity power our  
digital devices.  eBits store as Magnetic bits in 
Hard Disk Drives that change back into eBits.  

That chips control which eBits go to screen points 
called pixels.  They glow as colored light bits that 

our eyes blend into the pictures we see.  Our 
computers & smartphones have touch screens.

3131Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers



Computers seem so complex but the basics are very  Computers seem so complex but the basics are very  
easy to understand.  This book shows how: e-pulses  easy to understand.  This book shows how: e-pulses  
flow;  lights glow and magnets stow.   See inside  flow;  lights glow and magnets stow.   See inside  
the patterns of digital data that empower our lives. the patterns of digital data that empower our lives. 

Model of Internet computer connections.Model of Internet computer connections. 

3232 Teacher - ComputersTeacher - Computers
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iiComputersComputers

Computers are chip-based,  Computers are chip-based,  
beating hearts of our modern beating hearts of our modern 
world.  They compute APPs,  world.  They compute APPs,  
control devices and connect  control devices and connect  
people and products worldwide.people and products worldwide.

  ComputersComputers
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Front Cover is a fractal from www.wikipedia.com by Benioit Mandelbrot
A fractal is a natural object or math function with repeating expanding patterns.

Science of Computers
-Flow, Glow & Stow Data  
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This book easily explains the Science  
inside computers.  See the patterns  
inside why computers work.  

May we inter-weave the world-wide  
web data into an inclusive human-kind 
tapestry of information and wisdom that 
leads to global peace and prosperity. 
 
Applied knowledge is the anti-venom  
to cure pandemic poisonous poverty.

Computers work with  
patterns of  e, l and m powers!

electricity light magnet

iv Computers
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Computers are all around us.  
They look complicated but the  
basics are easy to understand. 

Look Complicated

1 Computers



Computers are part of the patterns  
of our daily lives.  Let’s look at the  
energy patterns of how computers work. 

2

When I understand computers and how I 
apply them in my daily life, I prepare to 
adapt to techno-chip controlled future!

Computers



Data is made from patterns  
of information.  These data  
patterns change from one  
form of power to another.
For example,  when we talk  
on a phone, our voice changes 
from sound into electricity.   
At the other end, it chang-
es from electricity back into 
sound.
Computers work because of  
patterns of electricity, light  
and magnets.  We call them  
e, l and m patterns.  First  
let's look at electrical  
patterns called e-pulses.

Data Patterns

3 Computers



4

Energy is able to change forms.  Computers change  
electricity into lights or magnets and then back again.  

Computers



A light switch, turns electricity  
on and off. The electricity  
changes into light in the light bulb.  
Flipping the switch makes patterns 
of electricity and light.
Computers switch electricity on 
and off billions of times a second. 
Tiny pulses of on or off electricity 
we call e-pulses, represent data. 
Before a computer will work, all 
data must be changed into on or 
off e-pulses.

On and Off e-Pulses

5 Computers
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For example,
The letter "A" is a pattern  
of eight e-pulses: 
 off-on-off-off-off-off-off-on.  
In computer code it is  
written as:   0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.

Here is a little bit of info.  One 
means the tiny bit of electricity  
is on.  Zero means it is off.

The word "digital" means data that  
is made of patterns of 1's and 0's. 
That is, on or off e-pulses.
Digital is the basic language  
of computers.

Pushing a keyboard letter or  
number key, sends a pattern of  
e-pulses to a microprocessor chip. 

Computers
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Look at a chip up close.  It is full of 
lines and logic links. The e-pulses race 
along the thin lines like cars on a super 
highway road.  Logic is the way digital 
data flows through different chips.  

The main chip is called a CPU.  It is  
like the brain of a computer.
The CPU uses software directions  
to turn on and off tiny switches  
called transistors.
Software instructions like tiny  
traffic lights, control the flow of  
data through a computer.
The chips turn individual letters into 
e-mails and separate numbers into 
math and balanced checkbooks.

The first computer chips had a couple 
of thousand transistors. Today, chips 
have over a billion transistors.

Chips Up Close

Computers
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The microprocessor chip is called a CPU  
or Central Processing Unit.  The CPU chip  
connects to the circuit board that has memory 
chips and other components.  The CPU sends  
or outputs e-pulses to the computer screen.

CPU

Computers



NASA 

The e-pulses change into bits  
of light that make the screen glow.  
Each point of light is called a pixel.

Each very tiny pixel has red,  
green and blue (RGB) parts.   
The different colors we  
see on the screen are made  
of millions of RGB parts.

9

 L-Patterns and Pixels

lights
glow

Computers



Everything we see on the screen are  
actually patterns of light.  We call them  
L-Patterns  of pixels.   That is, all the  
rainbow colors we see on the screen  
are tiny patterns of just three colors.

But on-screen lights do not last.  We  
need ways to store our digital content. 

10

close-up of a computer screen

 Computers
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The e-pulses change into patterns 
of micro-magnets in the computer's 
memory.  That is, on or off patterns 
of e-pulses go from the chips to  
computer memory.  In the memory,  
e-pulses change into on or off  
micro-magnets called m-patterns.
When the data is needed, the  
computer changes the m-patterns 
back into e-pulses.

Memory Magnets

magnet

 Computers
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Eight bits of on and off e-pulse data are 
called a byte. Disk drive are described by 
how many bytes they store. A billion bytes 
is called a Giga-byte.  A trillion bytes is a 
Tera-byte.

In a disk drive, on or off micro- 
magnets store or stow data in memory.

 Computers
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To review, computers work because:
e-pulses flow; light points glow and  
micro-magnets stow data.

Flow, Stow, Glow

magnets stow e-pulses flow lights glow

Computers



Computers have three parts called 
IPO: Input, Process and Output.

IPO

14

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

PROCESS

Computers
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Input objects bring data into computers.
For example,
A Keyboard types numbers and letters.
A Mouse points and clicks.
Data is read from Hard Disk  
and SSD USB Drives and DVDs.

Input

Computers



Once data is input into a computer,  
it goes to micro chips on the circuit 
board to be processed.
The main chip called a CPU does  
much of the work.  Other chips and 
electronic components help us turn 
the data into useful information.  
Hardware is the name for everything 
on a computer that we can touch.

Process

16

Electronic chips on a circuit board.  The logic  
lines are covered with green protective coating.

 Computers
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Software is the computer codes or 
instructions that tell the computer  
what to do.  For example, with software 
we use computers to write letters,  
do math spreadsheets, send e-mails,  
connect to social media, print etc. 

Software

Computer Science is applying  
computer hardware and  
software to solve problems.

Computers



Digital ones and zeros on their own don't 
mean much until the computer machine 
computes or processes the data.
Individually input alphabet letters 
change into e-mails and multimedia  
presentations.
Once, we finish with our letters, pictures 
and other projects, we want to output 
what we made.  Displaying, saving and 
printing are types of output.

Output

18 Computers



Printers use dots or blots of ink to  
make patterns.  There are two types  
of printers: inkjet and laserjets. 

19

Printers

Computers

Black ink 
is made of 
carbon.
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For Inkjet Printers, the e-pulses 
are turned into tiny dots of ink.  
Thousands of dots per inch are 
quickly put onto the paper.

Inkjet Close-Up

Close-up of an inkjet printed letter.

Computers
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This is how inkjet printers work.
0) Computer data comes to the printer.
1) Chips in the printer send software 
directions that 
2) Scroll the paper and

Inkjet Dots

3) readies the ink.
4) Jets push tiny ink 
dots onto the paper.
5)  Load the next 
sheet of paper.

Computers



This is how laserjet printers work.  The  
e-pulses change into light patterns that  
shine on a drum.  The drum is covered  
with static electricity called e-charges.   
The laser light knocks off some of the  
e-charges to draw patterns on the drum.

Laserjet Blots

22Computers
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The e-charges left on the drum  
pick up bits of ink powder.  The  
roller turns and blots the ink pattern  
onto the paper.  The ink, called toner,  
is heated so it sticks to the paper.

Often, we want to save  
a soft copy of what we print.

Computers
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We can save or write to computer 
disk drives, SSDs and USBs.  Earlier 
we learned that e-magnets stow  
data on disk drives.  

Save

How do SSDs  
and USBs work?

 Computers

Hard Disk Drive 
(HDD)
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Solid State Drives 
(SSD) e-Charges

The e-pulses of data go into an 
SSD Drive. They change into 
e-charges of static electricity 
that are stored on memory.  
When the data is needed,  
the e-charges change back  
into e-pulses that are read  
by the computer.

Computers
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The chip in a USB Drive is called Flash 
Memory.  It is electronically erasable.  
This  means you can store to it, delete 
the files and save new ones many times. 

Computers

USB Drive
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CD / DVD Light Patterns

CD's and DVD's work with  
light patterns reflected off  
of patterns of micro bumps.
That is, laser light bounces  
from the turning disk to make   
l-patterns that are read by a 
sensor.  Next the l-patterns 
are changed into patterns of 
digital  e-pulses of 1's and 0's.  
The e-pulse patterns are  
used by the computer.

Computers
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CD Player

CD
 un

de
r a

 m
icr

os
co

pe
.DVD Player

We want to do more than just save or  
print the computer projects we make.  
We want to be able to share them.

See the patterns of 

bumps or no bumps.

Computers
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Connected Computers
Individual computers, connect into 
a network called "The Internet".  
It links separate computers from 
around the world together.  The 
‘web’ is the name for all the text, 
images and content that people 
create on the Internet.

Computers

L-Patterns send data by fiber optic  
cables to help link the Internet.
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Cloud is the name for networked servers 
and storage where we save our data  
on-line.  We can access our data from  
anywhere.  The Cloud computes with  
patterns of radio waves in WiFi, lights  
in fiber optic cables, e-pulses in digital  
signals and magnets in disk storage.

Cloud Computing

Cloud

Computers
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Net-World

This picture is an example 
of part of the Internet  
network with lines that  
connect computers  
together around the world.  

The lines all inter-link.

Computers
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The lines that connect computers 
worldwide look similar to ....

Internet

Computers
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Linked Lines

... the  linked-lines  
close-up inside the  
CPU Microprocessor  
chips and circuit  
board of my computer. 

Computers
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Intel 4004.  First commercially available Microprocessor



Linked Lives

The science inside my computer is easy 
to understand.  Computers work with  
e-, l- and m- patterns.  The electronic  
e-pulses flow in chips; light l-patterns 
glow on screens; magnetic m-patterns 
store or stow the data in disk drive  
memories and on-line clouds.  
 
The different computer parts integrate  
together to make a computer work.
The separate computers, link together 
to make the Internet and the world-wide 
web.  Interconnected computers  
provide open access to much of 
the world`s knowledge.  Endless 
opportunities for self improvement 
are at my fingertips.   

35 Computers
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Multi-World Wide Web (MWW)

Long ago traders from different  
countries took years to travel to  
distant lands seeking knowledge,  
wealth and adventure.

Today, with our computers, we connect 
with others around the world in seconds.

May we use this amazing technology and 
ability to improve ourselves and all 
humanity.  Humans will one day go 
beyond our one earth to settle other 
planets in endless space.  Imagine  
a peaceful multi-world wide web.  

Computers
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Computers  VIDEO Script

0i-1) Welcome to Science of Computers
0i-2) with Five Bits.
1-1) ONE. E-Bits
1-2) To start, electricity flows.
1-3) In a billionth of a second
1-4) electricity flows this far
1-5) Computers work with tiny bits of electricity.
1-6) Let’s call them e-bits. We write this as 1`s and 0`s.
1-7) Data is turned into electricity patterns of on or off e-bits.
1-8) There are two types of e-bits: data and directions.
1-9A) Like a traffic cop,
1-9B) directions called software
1-9C) do things with the data
1-10A) For example, we type letters.
1-10B) That turn into ebits. That chips turn into text.
1-10C) So we can send emails made from eBits
1-11) Also, Pictures are just millions of points called pixels.
1-12A) Picture points are defined by millions of on or off ebits.
1-12B) Video have billions of eBits per minute
1-13A) E-Bits in chips with math turn into
1-13B) texts,
1-13C) videos
1-13D) and music.
1-14A) The eBit heartbeat is a special e-Pulse Clock.
1-14B) Every second, it sends billions of electricity pulse ebits to chips.
1-14C) Gigahertz just means billions of ebits per second. Thats a lot!
1-15) Ebits work great in chips but ebits are hard to store.
2-1) TWO M-Bits
2-2) Next, we need very tiny Magnets.
2-3) Each magnet has two sides, North and South.
2-4) In disk drives, ebits change into magnet or M-bits.
2-5) The Write Head, burps very tiny magnets that store on the disk.  
 Each North magnet is a 1 or on.
2-6) The science is that when electricity flows in a coil of wire,  
 it makes a magnet.
2-7) The opposite is true too.
2-8) The Read Head turns M-Bits back into eBits that go to the Chip.
2-9) Think about how fast all this happens.
2-10) Billions of eBits are stored as Mbits every second.
2-11A) Then, billions of Mbits change back into Ebits
2-11B) This cycle is the life blood and basic science of how  
 my computer works.
2-12) ebits and Mbits are fine inside a computer but how do I see all this.

Computers41
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3-1) THREE L-Bits
3-2) Light is one type of EM Wave.
3-3) made of electricity and magnetic parts.
3-4) Light is four to 700 billionth of a meter long.
3-5) The screen works when Chips send E-Bits to the screen
3-6A) The ebits make Red, Green and Blue bits of Light or L-Bits glow.
3-6B) All the L-Bits make pictures we see
3-7) Millions of these points are refreshed over 60 times  
 per second to make the screen we see.
3-8) As a side note, Light makes electricity in solar panels.
3-9) Now, we want to connect with other people.
4-1) FOUR, R-Bits
4-2) To connect, computers need another EM Wave,
4-3) Radio Waves are longer than Light Waves.
4-4) That is, they are a different EM Wave length
4-5) Blue Tooth and WiFi work with Radio Waves.
4-6) eBits change into Radio Wave or R-Bits.
4-7) That fly through space and connect us.
5-1) FIVE , K-Bits
5-2) The other bits we talked about are data.
5-3A) We use data bits to do things.
5-3B) We create useful bits of knowledge, called K-Bits.
5-4) all data has to exist somewhere like Data Centers.
5-5A) Worldwide it is estimated that data stored  
 by billions of Internet using people
5-5B) is a trillion gigabytes, called a zettabyte
5-6) Image Sharing all these Bits of knowledge,
5-7) Share K-Bits add up to Real Human Intelligence
5-8) as we face the future with robots and AI.
C-1 To close.
C-2) ebits change to M-Bits stored on disk drives.
C-3) eBits also cause the RGB Pixels to glow
C-4) L-Bits join to make on-screen pictures.
C-5) R-Bits helps us connect with world wide computers.
C-6) What I do daily with my K-bits,
C-7) Like Dot Art
C-8) paints the overall picture of my life
C-9) One Shared K-Bit at a time.

Computers 42
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easy to understand.  This book shows how: e-pulses  easy to understand.  This book shows how: e-pulses  
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the patterns of digital data that empower our lives. the patterns of digital data that empower our lives. 

Model of Internet computer connections.Model of Internet computer connections. 
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Watch Video   Tech Links  
Networks - Wires to WiFi

Main Points
1) Mail

2) Trains
3) Telegraphs

4) Radios
5) Telephones

6) Internet
7) WiFi
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i-1) Welcome to Tech Links…… of Networks
i-2) Today’s Worldwide web was Not the first global  
network.
i-3) Roman roads linked Europe and Africa
i-4) Silk Roads connected Asia and Europe.
i-5) Wind powered ships once sailed around the  
world trading silver , sugar and spices
i-6) Today, Our tech nets connect through time
From Wires to WIFI.
i-7) Let’s start with posted papers.

1-1) This King started the Royal Mail service.
1-2) At first, it is free to send letters and packages.  
Only the receiver has to pay.
1-3) Later, this guy is the first US Post Master. He organized 
the post network complete with weekly mail wagons.
1-4) The UK made the first stamps where senders pay up-
front.
1-5) Common post bin and mail boxes show how wide the 
mail network is.
1-6) For a time, fast horse and single riders enable the Pony 
Express Mail across the USA.
1-7) The days of the Pony Express ended with the  
next network.

2-1) TWO,Trains
This guy puts a steam engine on iron wheels. Sadly, it fails 
because the rails break.
2-2) Next, People make stronger rails.
2-3) There is a race to find the best train engine.
2-4) This guy wins with his train called Rocket
2-5) Soon, networks of train tracks spread across UK and 
Europe.
2-6) Later, trains run across huge countries
And connect the biggest continents.
2-7) Next, what is wanted are ways to send more messages.

Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script
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Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script

3-1) THREE, Telegraphs
Wires on poles run next to the train tracks.
Telegraphs send signals to keep trains from crashing into 
each other.
3-2) The wires link batteries and two of these
3-3) Messages are sent one alphabet letter at a time.
3-4) The person at one end taps on and off patterns for each letter.
3-5) Electricity flows through the wire to the other end. The 
e-pattens turn an electromagnet on and off.
This makes dots and dashes that the operator writes down as 
messages.
3-6) Telegraph wires connect UK and USA Across the  
Atlantic Ocean.  Later, Telegraph network wires, stretch 
around the world to places like India and Australia.
3-7) The next network flies through the air.

4-1) FOUR, Radio
When electricity flows it makes a magnet around the wire. 
Quickly changing flows makes radio waves
4-2) People talk or sing into mics. Sounds changes into  
radio waves. That are sent into space.
4-3) We have radio wave receivers in our homes and cars.
4-4) In WW II, Leaders use radio networks to talk directly t 
o their people.
4-5) Daily, Radio networks also guide thousands of planes worldwide.
4-6) Because radios use waves to send signals, Radios are 
called wireless.
4-7) The next network is about wires that connect  
people in private conversations.
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Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script

5-1) FIVE, Telephone
Phones change voices into E-patterns. Phones send  
signals over wires and then change them back into sounds.
5-2) Webs of wires on poles, connect people inside cities.
5-3) At First people, then machines switch or route our phone 
calls from Senders to Receivers.
5-4) Then, networks of phone wires connect people  
around the world.
5-5) Later, cell phones are invented. They use radio  
waves to send and receive phone calls.
5-6) There are Networks or cells of connected signal towers 
and ground stations. Like cyber neurons, they link global 
smartphones. 5-7) Radio waves also send our calls to  
satellites in space. They bounce our calls and  
connect with people worldwide.
5-8) The next network inter-links info.

6-1) SIX, Internet
It is awesome how the Internet connects billions  
of devices worldwide.
6-2) Over the Internet, we send our sounds, sights and surfs.
6-3) also, Like wall-less malls and global markets that  
never closes, the Internet connects buyers and  
sellers around the world.
6-4) The Internet links global scientists to share  
ideas to improve the world.
6-5) Also, the Internet and worldwide webs entertain  
us.   We share social events, eSports and Selfies .  
There are billions of Internet eBooks and Videos too.
6-6) Wow! Think of how cyber mountains of  
digital data are hyperlinked to enable on-line searches.
6-7) Not all of the Net is linked by wires.
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Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script

7-1) SEVEN, WiFi
WiFi is wireless tech that connects our digital gadgets to 
Internet Gates called Hotspot access points.
7-2) Inside our electronic devices, WiFi software splits our 
cyber data into byte-sized packets.
7-3) Tiny but powerful WiFi chips sets send our digital data 
packets as personal radio waves.
7-4) WiFi Routers, receive our separate digital packets.
Like a cyber post office, the router sends our digital data 
along the Internet.
7-5) With our own unique path, our signals travel over  
billions of possible cyber connection to reach our receivers.
7-6) Also, we are at the start of the epic IoT (Internet of 
things) epoch.
7-7) Everyday, more and more stand-alone objects  
get cyber lives. WiFi chips, like a pinch of life  
giving pixie dust connect objects as self  
aware bits to the Exponentially expand

C-1) To Close, at first people send hand-written  
notes to each other using postal networks.
C-2) Next, iron tracks and trains connect people  
and products together.
C-3) Telegraph wires and signals keep trains safe.
Also, People use telegraphs to send dot and dash  
messages to each other one letter at a time.
C-4) Wireless radio waves send signals to lots  
of people at the same time.
C-5) Next, phone networks of wires and switches  
route private phone calls between people worldwide.
C-6) Today, the Internet links electronic devices  
into global networks for search and share of digital data.
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Computers- with 7 Opposites
This is a story, of how computers 
become what they are today.
ONE - Holes or No Holes
TWO - On or Off eBits.
THREE - Human Hands  
or Computer Controls
FOUR - Big or Small Size
FIVE - Out or In Sync
SIX - Simple or Complex
SEVEN - Alone or Connected

Watch Video

Computers - 7 Opposites 1



COMPUTERS - with 7 Opposites 
Script

i-1) Welcome to Computers- with 7 Opposites
i-2) In the past, computers, looked like that
i-3) This is a story, of how
i-4) computers become what they are today.
1–1) ONE - Holes or No Holes
1-2) At first, punch cards with holes or no holes,  
 control threads to weave cloth patterns.
1-3) Next, machines with punch cards, count people  
 and collect census data in the USA.
1-4)Fast forward. Computers still use punch cards into the 1980’s.  
 Data is the holes in the Cards.
2-1) TWO - On or Off eBits.
2-2) Digital computers, change data directly into, On or Off bits of electricity.
2-3) What do we do with all this digital data?
2-4) We type texts and documents, take pictures and create content.  
 Digital data also entertains.
2-5) Computers do more than just count and create, they also control.
3-1) THREE - Human Hands or Computer Controls
3-2) At first, machines give the muscle but humans control the actions.
3-3) An example is the first elevator lifts.
3-4) People control the machine that goes up and down.
3-5) Today, computers control lifts.
3-6) In the past, people make things like cars by hand.
3-7) Today, computers control machines and robots that do much of the  
 production work.
4-1) FOUR - Big or Small Size
4-2) At First, computers are room size but weak.
4-3) To process data, People interface with dumb screens.
The screens are called dumb because the terminal does NO computing.
4-4) The dumb screens are connected to the main computer.
4-5) Today we often, connect to  
 the computing cloud with its shared software and storage.
5-1) FIVE - Out or In Sync
5-2) In the past, computers are slow,
5-3) Today they are faster.
5-4) Here is an example of out of sync video and sound.
5-5) In the past, computers often pause or buffer.
5-6) We have to wait as computers “think” to process data.
5-7) We see this when watching a video,  
 and the pictures and sound get out of sync.
5-8) Today, it is amazing to think how IN sync all our on-demand, digital data is.

Computers - 7 Opposites2
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Script

6-1) SIX - Simple or Complex
6-2) In the past, computers are complex machines.
6-3) This one has over 19,000 V-Tubes.
6-4) Room size computers are physically complex  
 but only simple on performance.
6-5) Today, small computers look simple but inside 
 they have the second most complicated objects  
 in the known galaxy —microprocessors called chips.
6-6) The first most complicated object is still the human brain.
6-7) Today, Computers often simplify tasks.
6-8) But computers also do the opposite.
7-1) SEVEN - Alone or Connected
7-2) At First, personal computers can only work  
 by themselves or stand alone.
7-3) Today, billions of computer devices worldwide are  
 connected via the Internet.
7-4) Amazing how all these computers speak the same  
 digital language when human users
 speak hundreds of different languages.
7-5) Connected, Computer chips also enable self driving cars!
7-6) and autopilots for airplanes.
7-7) Separate Computer chips are also in alone everyday objects.
7-8) IoT connects all these objects together as part of the Internet of  
 
 things. Sensors and chips send data to computer servers.
c-1) To Close
c-2) At the core of computes are opposites.
c-3) holes or the whole world
c-4) on or off eBits
c-5) Human Hands or Computer Controlled
c-6) Alone or Connected
c-7) In One way, computers simplify our lives by connecting  
 us to people and things we care about.
c-8) In Other ways, computers give us access to so much data t 
 hat computers complicate our lives.
c-9) May we keep in mind one more opposite…
c-10) Be careful that Computer Servers don`t become our  
 AI On-Line Bosses.

Computers - 7 Opposites 3
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Computers
- Then and Now

Where did computers come from?  What 
are the roots of real-time computing?

We start with how, bit by bit, past Science 
comes together to make our computers of 
today.

Machines Count,
People De-Code,

Missiles Miniaturize
Spaceships Control,

Chips Process,
Devices Compute,

and Internet Connects.

iii
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This book is written in “Mosaic  
Style.”  The brief words - like  
puzzle pieces - fit together to make  
a complete picture of computers.
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The first computers were people 
that count business trades.  

Long ago, people invented numbers  
to count what they were trading  
like cows or baskets of rice or wheat.  
Next, tools like the abacus were  
invented to keep track of buying  
and selling and business profits. 

1

Business with Beads and Boards 

1) Count 
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abacusabacus
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Later, in the West, shop keepers used 
"counting boards" to tally customer 
bills.  The word, ‘counter’ still means the 
space between clerk and customer. 

Did you know that Roman Numbers can’t 
do math directly?  

The answers were figured out using 
Counting Boards which were then 
written in Roman Numbers.  

Our numbers today are called Indo-Arabic.  They were invented 
in India, learned by Arab Traders who taught them to Europeans 
who brought them to America.
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4

4

counting boardcounting board
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US Law requires that every ten years  
all Americans be counted and data collected.  
This was easy when the country was small.   
When it was nearly time for the 1890 Census,  
the 1880 data was still uncounted.  
The government offered a prize to anyone  
who could solve the problem of counting  
people.  Herman Hollerith won.  
He used punch cards to record answers to the 
census questions.  Holes represented how many 
people, where they lived and how much they made. 
The punch cards were processed by machines.   
Pins poked through holes in the cards.  They moved 
dials to record the data.  It was a huge success.

Sense of the Census

census hand-written datacensus hand-written data
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tabulating machinetabulating machine

In the 1890 Census, machines count people by using punch cards.
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Herman got the idea of using punched 
holes to represent data from train  
tickets.  At that time, train tickets  
had punched holes to identify the ticket 
buyer.  This reduced fraud and theft.

In this book, we learn about the connections  
between punched train tickets, punched cards  
and later digital computers.
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Punch Cards represent data as 'holes or 
no holes'.  Herman’s company became In-
ternational Business Machines, IBM.  

Mountain of punch cards  Mountain of punch cards  
needed to run one program.needed to run one program.
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2) De-Coders

In 1940's, the Nazi's used  
special machines to encrypt and  
send secret military messages.

9

Codes and Crackers

Type a Letter.  e-Bit goes through rotors  
that change the signal (encrypt).  e-Bits light  
up a different letter.  People write down the  
letter.  Radio operators send messages one letter 
at a time with Radio Waves.  At the Receiver,  
R-Waves change into letters that are typed into 
the Enigma Machine.  A different letter lights  
up.  People write down the decoded message.
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To send secret messages.
Letters => e-Bit => new e-Bit => Light Letter => R-Wave.  

At the Receiver, 
Reverse the steps to decode the messages. 

e-Bitse-Bits

R-WavesR-Waves
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In World War II, the British built a 
“computer” called "Colossus" to crack 
the Nazi’s code.   

It worked like this!  
Receive Coded R-Waves

Write down Coded Letters
Punch holes in tape.

Read the punch tape.
Use electronic digital  

computer to decode the message.

rotor
rotor

lig
ht

lig
ht

let
te

rs
let

te
rs

lette
rs

lette
rs

e-Bitse-Bits
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It is estimated this shortened the war by two years.
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Also in World War II, the US Army  
had a problem aiming artillery accurately.

They built a computer called ENIAC  
to calculate how to better aim the guns.  

13

It is estimated that during the decade ENIAC was in operation, it  
made more calculations than all humans had done up to that point in time. 

Aims of ENIAC

ENIAC had 18,000 vacuum tubes.  ENIAC had 18,000 vacuum tubes.  
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vacuum tubes

vacuum tubes
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Vacuum tubes acted like switches in 
the first computers.  Electricity flows 
through V Tubes that switch e-Bits  
on or off.  These e-Bit pattern are  
the language of computers.  Data is 
made by on or off e-Bits.  Vacuum 
tubes burn out often and have  
to be changed like light bulbs. 

On or Off Tubes

Vacuum tubes were also used in radios and radars.
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There were multiple lawsuits 
where many people claimed to have 
invented the computer.  The courts 
ruled that no one person owned the 
computer.  This made it easier  
to improve computing machines.

No Patents on Computers

17
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The telephone was invented in  
the 1870’s.  Voice sounds change  
into e-Bit patterns that are sent over 
wires.  The e-Bits are routed around 
the world to connect people in  
different cities and countries.

The Bell Company used vacuum tubes  
to amplify the electrical phone calls so 
they can be sent long distances.  The 
phone company spent lots of money 
replacing burned out tubes.  The  
search was on for something better. 

Phone Line Links
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The Bell Phone Company invented the transistor 
to replace vacuum tubes.  The transistor is much 
smaller, uses less power and is more reliable. 

21

Transistors Replace Tubes

The weak e-Bit patterns comes into  
the transistor and a strong e-Bit signals comes out.

strong 
signal

weak
signal

In
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a transistora transistor
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3) Cold War

23

In the 1950’s Cold War, the USA was  
afraid that the USSR would attack  
them with planes carrying atomic bombs.
The USA Built a network of new computers.  

SAGE = Semi-Automatic Ground Environment

SAGE* - Air Defense Science

Thirty SAGE* G-7 Computer Systems are built.
. Each G-7 Computer is the size of a football field
. Weighs 100,000 pounds (500 Tons)
. Uses 120,000 Vacuum Tubes 
. Fastest Computer at that time
. First Real-Time Computer
. Uses 3 Megawatts of power (has own cooling system)
. First Magnetic Tape Memory
. Managed multiple inputs from Radars
. Determined fighter jet and ground missile responses
. SAGE System cost over $10 Billion
. First Nationwide Computer Network
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SAGE G-7 Computer System

SAGE* = Semi-Automatic Ground Environment Air Defense System
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SAGE G-7 Computer System
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SAGE G-7 Computer System

In overcome the USA SAGE Air Defense System against Nuke Bomber planes,  
the USSR made Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM).
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Missiles and Micro-Electronics 

To overcome air defenses, both the USA and USSR make 
intercontinental ballistic missiles that carry A-bombs.  
Guidance Computers need to fit inside the missiles.   
There is a push was on to make electronics smaller.

USSR R-7 MissileUSSR R-7 Missile
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USA Titan MissileUSA Titan Missile
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4) Control

Space Race

27A

Next, the USSR and USA race in space.   
Both sides control space crafts with  
computers and engines from their missiles. 
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The USA Moon Mission Apollo Project needed "Powerful",  
lightweight, reliable computers.  Apollo used Integrated Circuits.

Apollo Guidance Computers
Integrated Circuits

 Also, several transistors are made on one silicon chip. 

e-
Bi

ts
e-

Bi
ts

Integrated Circuits put many electronic components on the same board.
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Apollo Guidance Computers

The Apollo Guidance Computer:The Apollo Guidance Computer:
. guide or steer the space crafts. guide or steer the space crafts
. navigate from the Earth to the Moon and back. navigate from the Earth to the Moon and back
. control systems like engines, life-support and communications. control systems like engines, life-support and communications

Margaret  Margaret  
HamiltonHamilton

printout  printout  
of AGC  of AGC  
SoftwareSoftware

Apollo Guidance ComputerApollo Guidance Computer
. Weighs 70 Pounds. Weighs 70 Pounds
. Size: 2 ft X 1 ft X 6 inches. Size: 2 ft X 1 ft X 6 inches
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In 1969, the USA was first to the moon.

Apollo computers were critical parts of making it to the moon and back.
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Massive Mainframes

The design of nuclear missiles and Space Race 
rockets created demand for 
better, faster and more powerful computers. 

These Mainframe Computers:
. Used Integrated Circuits
. Cost Millions of Dollars
. Need lots of people to program, run and 
maintain
. Users were government, big businesses and 
universities.
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5) Micro-Chips

Intel invented how to make thousands of  
transistors on one chip of silicon.  Silicon is  
a semiconductor. Which means we can add  
different atoms so that e-Bits will flow or not.   
The e-Bits flow through transistor switches  
and pathways controlled by software. 

31

Intel Invents Chips

Intel 4004 photolithography maskIntel 4004 photolithography mask

Inte
l 4004

Inte
l 4004
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Here is the process to make Chips:
. Light shines through masks onto silicon wafers. 
. L-Bits change the Coating 
. Acid eats away unwanted material.
. Add different atoms to change properties.

The Process of adding atoms, lights and acid etches  
are repeated to make multi-layer Micro-Chips.

LightLight

MaskMask

LensLens

SiliconSilicon
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Micro-Chips are the “brains” inside computers.

  One   One ChipChip

  Silicon Waffer (many chips)  Silicon Waffer (many chips)

  one transistor  one transistor
    Micro-Chip layers of e-Bit pathwaysMicro-Chip layers of e-Bit pathways  

Micr
o-C

hip

Micr
o-C

hip
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Micro-Chips are put together with  
other electronic parts to make a Printed 
Circuit Boards (PCB) for computers.

Printed Circuit BoardPrinted Circuit Board
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In the 1960’s and 1970’s , while IBM  
made expensive mainframe computers, 
the Homebrew Computer Club met  
at Stanford University. 

Their ideas were based on hippie 
counter-culture.  Their motto was  
to freely share information and  
make computers available to everyone.

33

Hippies and Homebrew Computer Club Culture

Homebrew Computer ClubHomebrew Computer Club
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 Gates Gates

JobsJobs

 Woz Woz
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Steve Jobs and his business partner  
Steve Wozniak created a company  
called Apple Computer Inc.  They  
made computers personal & easy to use.

Apples for All
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knowledge
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Apple makes the computer personal.
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In exchange for stock, Xerox let Steve Jobs 
and Apple engineers tour the Xerox research 
center called PARC.  Apple saw a prototype of 
an office computer called Alto.  It used a 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and a mouse.  

Alto is Ahead of its Time
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 Alto Alto
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People integrate chips into personal  
electronic objects that compute  

data for our everyday lives.

6) Compute

39

Steve Jobs leads Apple to create 
affordable Macintosh computers for 
home, office and school use.  Its 'point 
and click' software was easy to use.  

Mac Makes it Easy
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Results were printed on laser printers.   
The success of these computers led to competition. 

 e-Bits=> + Charge on drum => L-Bits => Ink  e-Bits=> + Charge on drum => L-Bits => Ink 
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IBM made the Personal 
Computer,the PC, for home 
and office use.   Other 
companies started making 
PCs, called clones, as well.

41

IBM PC and Clones

IBM PC Printed Wiring Board called "MotherBoard".
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 IBM PC IBM PC

Floppy Floppy 
DiskDisk

In the 1980's data was 
stored on 5 inch square
Magnetic Floppy Disks.

Floppy Disk DriveFloppy Disk Drive
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The IBM PC used Microsoft operating system 
software.  First DOS* ,then Windows.

43

DOS* = Disk Operating System   
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People use Computers to do things  
with software applications called Apps.  

45

Software

Write
letters  
with
WORD.

Compute
with
EXCEL
spread-
sheets

Present  
with
POWER-
POINT
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People also make Computer Apps to play games.

These are examples of early computer games.

Space InvadersSpace Invaders
PongPong
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Governments and big businesses  
pushed for Supercomputers.   
They are tens of thousands of 
times more powerful than PCs.
Supercomputers are used for  
scientific and engineering project 
like the atomic bombs,space race 
moon missions or better airplanes.  

47

Super Cray's Big Day

Supercomputer
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Supercomputers are also used to predict  
weather and to make special effects for movies.
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While supercomputers offered 
amazing computing capability to a few, 
Intel was busy adding more transistors and 
capabilities to their microprocessor chips.
In fifty years, the number of transistors  
on a chip went from thousands to billions.  
All this in a chip the size of thumbnail. 

49

Intel’s Integrated Insides

thousands of transistorsthousands of transistors

19711971
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billions of transistorsbillions of transistors

20212021
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Up to this point, it was all about 
making computers faster,smarter & 
cheaper.  But something was missing. 

Look at a microprocessor chip
under a microscope.  There are 
networks of interconnecting  
lines that are highways for data.

51

Chips have e-Bit Highways

In Chips, bits of electricity flow on networks of data roads. In Chips, bits of electricity flow on networks of data roads. 

e-Bitse-Bits
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Intel Chip 4004 Photolithography MaskIntel Chip 4004 Photolithography Mask
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At first, a stand-alone computer  
hooked up to peripherals like  
scanners and printers.  

Then, all the computers at one place  
were connected together into a local  
area network called a LAN.

Next, computers at different places  
were connected in a wide area network  
or WAN.  Soon the web-like computer 
connections went worldwide.  

How did computer networks start?

53

LANs and WANs
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Applying what was learned from
the earlier SAGE program, the 
US Military funded connecting 
computers at Universities and 
Research Labs across the country.  

In the 1970’s ARPANET pioneered  
critical network communication methods.  
For example, "packet switching" breaks 
down a message into parts.  It sends  
the pieces by multiple telephone paths.  
At the destination, the pieces are  
put back together again. 

55

ARPA-NET
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Starting in the 1980’s, the
 National Science Foundation 
or NSF made NSFNET to 
promote general purpose 
research.  There were tens 
of thousands of users.  

The NSFNET developed a  
network backbone.  It is a way  
to interconnect computers. 
The networks link together to 
share scientific research data. 

57

NSF-NET
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ARPANET and NSFNET becomes the 
open Internet where anyone can join.  

Private companies run the commercial 
backbone but no one owns the Internet.  
It is the hardware and software that 
interconnects international  
networks of computers.  

59

Internet Expands Exponentially

7) Connect  
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Wikipedia by Beao

Now that computers are  
connected, what can you do with them?
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In the 1990’s Tim Berners-Lee works for CERN, 
a giant physics lab in Switzerland.  He notices 
how important documents often get lost on-line.  

He invents a way to link data so that  
it is easy to store, retrieve and share. 
He names his idea, the "World Wide Web."  
At first it only works at CERN computers. Tim 
freely shared his idea.  Others create ways for 
WWW to work on different computer networks.  

Today, we have browsers, search engines  
and e-mail that interconnect people with  
digital devices around the the planet.   

61

Berners-Lee Keeps it Free 
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Today, billions of the people  
on Earth use the Internet  
and the World Wide Web.  

Computers have come a long  
way from just counting people.

63
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connected computersconnected computers
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What are the roots of real-time 
computing?  They are the creative 
expressions of the need to: count, 
compute and connect.

Another word for connection is a 
nexus.  Seeing where computers  
have come from, makes us wonder.   

Where will the next  
computer nexus lead? 

65

Beyond the Roots of Real-Time 

AI

close-up microprocessor data highwaysclose-up microprocessor data highways
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1) Count
The first computers were people 
that count business trades.  In 
the 1890 Census, machines count 
people by using punch cards.

2) De-Coders
In World War II,  
England invents the  
first computers.

4) Control
The programmable,  
Apollo Guidance  
Computers control  
the moon mission 
space-crafts.

5) Micro-Chips
Every second, vast  
patterns of e-Bits 
process through  
micro-chips to power 
our digital devices.

6) Compute
People integrate  
chips into personal 
electronic objects 
that compute data  
for our everyday lives.

7) Connect
At first, computers 
stand alone like islands 
of isolation.  Next, the  
Internet connects  
billions of global  
digital devices.

3) Cold War
Electronics are  
miniaturized to  
guide nuclear missiles.

66

Computers - Then and Now  ONE PAGE SUMMARY 
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Acronyms

Acronym   Description                           

 ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency

 AT&T American Telephone and Telegraph Company

 CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research

 DOS Disk Operating System

 ENIAC Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer

 GUI Graphical User Interface

 IBM International Business Machines

 IC Integrated Circuit

 Intel Integrated Electronics Corporation

 LAN Local Area Network

 NSF National Science Foundation

 PARC Palo Alto Research Center

 PC Personal Computer

 SAGE Semi Automatic Ground Environment 

 USA United States of America

 USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

 WAN Wide Area Network

 WWW Worldwide Web
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Where did computers come-from?  How did the roots 
of IC's and Apples, sprinkled with flower-power lead 
to personal computers?  This is the true story behind 
our real-time, worldwide computer connections today.

Back Cover
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This book is the Science of Computers for 3rd  This book is the Science of Computers for 3rd  
to 6th Grade Teachers.  We see the Science  to 6th Grade Teachers.  We see the Science  

inside the billions of digital devices that we use daily. inside the billions of digital devices that we use daily. 
With Science, we look at how bits and opposites link  With Science, we look at how bits and opposites link  

into worldwide networks.  We answer, Where  into worldwide networks.  We answer, Where  
have computers come-from?  How do we will better have computers come-from?  How do we will better 
understand our emerging future with computers?understand our emerging future with computers?


